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• Demonstration of Best Practices across: 

– Land and Energy Optimization 

– Fresh Water conservation & Waste management 

– Clean Air, Forests & Bio-diversity protection 
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- Most photos are sourced from Internet, to compliment the low quality pictures I have 
taken of same places. 

- Each of these places, I have visited myself and witnessed their benefits. 
- I have cited examples of our neighbors Sri Lanka and Thailand 



Land - Sri Lanka, Colombo 

Huge lake right in the middle of City with: 
- Soft Jogging tracks of more than 1 km at one border and Huge garden at another border 
- Solar lights for night time joggers 
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Land - Thailand, Bangkok 

One of the many gardens in Bangkok, this one is Lumphini Park: 
- Right in the middle of busy city life, is a place to escape all worries and relax (0.6 sq km area) 
- Providing greenary, environment protection, Fresh water lakes 
- Tracks for cyclists, joggers with markings for milestones every 300 meters 
- Special areas for relaxation, family picnic and exercise 
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Land Optimization - Summary 

Similar to Sri Lanka and Thailand, world over major cities have huge parks that are well 
maintained and provide a safe zone for recreational activities. 
 
It is important to have such parks and allocate space for them, apart from profitable 
residence. 
 
World over studies shows connection between health and happiness, and also human 
needs such escape zone time and again in such hectic life. 
 
To have a park in reachable limits encourages a healthy lifestyle leading to a happy society. 
 
If busy and crowded areas like Newyork can have huge gardens, than so can Mumbai and 
other cities in India. 
 
Closest to this, in India I have seen such lakes and garden in Ahemdabad but even they 
lacked zones for jogging tracks, cycling tracks and exercise zones and plus they were also 
loud in noise levels due to many open functions being organized there time and again. 
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Energy – Sri Lanka 

Worlds first Green Factory is in Sri Lanka 
Constructed Green right from first brick 
 
Location: Thulhiriya, Sri Lanka 

 

Complete solar based parking area, 
adjoining a solar driven night market 
 
Location: Colombo, Sri Lanka 
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Energy - Summary 

World over solar panel usage is increasing for road lights, signal lights, parking lights and 
home users need. 
 
In Europe and USA massive research is undergoing on how to improve solar efficiency by 
combining studies of plants photosynthesis abilities and nano-technology. 
 
There is also another arm of research that wants to transmit energy from sun direct to 
home using wireless technology. 
 
Germany is on target and par to generate 20 % of its energy needs using renewable sources, 
it is achieving this by heavily subsidizing solar panels and related projects. 
 
India must also improve on the same and also contribute in research work and demonstrate 
its contribution. 
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Water – Thailand, Bangkok 

In my 8 years in Bangkok, I have 
never seen or heard of floods in 
Bangkok or even water logging 
that halts the city – its flood 
protection system is a project 
worthy of study and India must 
learn from it. 
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Water - Summary 

There is enough water to meet the needs of people of India, it needs to be managed well 
and it needs smart system and stricter policies. 
 
Even the villages of Sri Lanka (I observed in my visit in May 2014) that there were rain water 
harvesting systems – well maintained and working with full efficiency – corporate taking 
part in it not just because of government policy but because of civic sense. 
 
India needs to learn from these excellent examples. Government can play the role by 
leading with example. Mumbai’s drainage system is age old – designed by British – it needs 
heavy redesigning and change. The story is same for other cities of India too. Nothing 
innovative we have observed for efficient drainage of rain water and flood protection in our 
cities. 
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Waste – Thailand, Bangkok 

Every condominium in 
Bangkok has a Waste 
collection basket on each 
floor. Residence dispose their 
waste in it. Every day these 
wastes are collected by 
society and delivered to City 
waste collection body. 
 
Location: S.V. City, Bangkok 
(20 yrs old society) 
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Waste - Summary 

For waste management it is extremely simple – it just needs to be done, not for the sake of 
rules but because cleanliness is godliness. 
 
When on road people dispose their waste in proper baskets that are available at every such 
locations where large gathering of people are expected – under situation where the garbage 
bin is not available there is enough civic sense in people to not throw the garbage on road 
but keep it with them till they reach a garbage bin or reach their homes. 
 
This needs not only government initiatives but also civil education – right from the 
childhood and must start at school – cleanliness must become style and must become cool. 
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Air – Sri Lanka, Colombo 

To my surprise during my visit in May 2014, 
I didn’t see even one person smoking in Sri 
Lanka. 
 
Upon interaction with locals, I came to 
know that Government has taken heavy 
and strict initiatives on making entire city 
into no-smoking zone – except in 
designated areas 
 
This is so cool – make air clean and also 
promoting health. 
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Air - Summary 

There are many projects that can happen to make air clean, but I thought this is the most 
important to highlight – Smoking. 
 
Smoking not only pollutes air but also forces the non-smoker to breathe that air. 
 
Force people to breath fresh air and make them realize what they were missing, sometimes 
forcing is the only way forward. 
 
Also people must respect others and must not smoke – even if there is no law watching over 
them. 
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Forest and Bio-Diversity - India 

Urging hon'ble Mr. Prime Minister to please re-consider the proposal to widen highway NH7 
that cuts through the critical Pench and Kanha tiger reserve corridor - the last in Central 
India - and consider the alternative routes. 
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Bio-Diversity - Summary 

India is no stranger to Greenery – We are naturally covered by green landscape. 
 
However most of the time it is the lone fight of few NGO’s to raise the concerns upon which 
government may or may not take any beneficial action. 
 
These process needs heavy changes. Government must open its ears and eyes and must be 
one step ahead of NGO’s. Government must be the one that provides data to NGO’s and ask 
them to provide expert comment. Government must extend its capacity of gathering more 
knowledge by taking help of NGO’s and technology – either ways there should not be any 
compromise in protecting bio-diversity. 
 
In Thailand we were visiting a national park, 500 kms from Bangkok, in July 2014. We were 
denied entry as entire park was closed down. Eventually we came to know that 4 animals 
had died in the park and while the investigation were being carried out, the entire park was 
shut down, even if it meant no revenue during that period. 
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Summarize 

• Green is not compulsion, it is way of life. 

• Green is not about profit, it is about respecting other 
life and its interconnection within the eco-system. 

• We cannot live alone, we need variety to be happy. 

• Most of the technology outcome are the results of 
the studies we have conducted on the animals, 
plants, birds and nature. In reality humans are 
nothing without them. 

• We are in team work with the nature. Lets nurture it. 

Thank you 
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